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Terms and Conditions applicable to Signal Trading
This system (hereafter referred to as "Signal Trading") allows the client (hereafter referred to as
"You" or "the Subscriber") to mimic/replicate the trading activity of selected members of the
Dukascopy Community (hereafter referred to as "Signal Providers") including participants of the
Dukascopy Traders' Contest. All definitions of the account opening documents effective as of
the date of signing apply
This system is currently available in both DEMO and LIVE trading environments of Dukascopy
Bank SA (Dukascopy). Prior to get access to Signal Trading, You must acknowledge and agree
with the following additional Terms and Conditions.
You, as the Subscriber, understand, agree and accept that:
1. Signal Trading subscription (on Dukascopy web pages may be called also as
Social/Signal/Copy/Mirror/Social Signal Trading) is free of charge, regardless the
number of Signal Providers You subscribe to. All other fees and commissions (trading
commissions, maintenance fees, etc.) relating to trades and accounts continue to apply
to your account and to orders executed on your account regardless of whether they are
executed by the Signal Trading system.
2. Prior to using the service You shall carefully read and understand Signal Trading
Description of Service available on the Dukascopy website. You undertake to consult
and review regularly Dukascopy Bank's website to be informed in a timely fashion about
any changes with respect to these descriptions.
3. Applicable Terms and Conditions may be amended in accordance with the terms of the
account opening documents, and are published on Dukascopy’s website. You undertake
to consult and review regularly Dukascopy’s website to be informed in a timely fashion
about any changes with respect to these conditions.
4. The trading signals for Market Orders generated by the Signal Trading system for your
account are sent for execution only after Market orders of the Signal Provider(s) have
been executed.
5. Some trades executed by Dukascopy Bank for the Signal Provider(s) may be filled
partially or rejected by your account for a number of reasons (more info).
6. A minimum trade size of 1'000 units of the primary currency applies to your account for
all trading signals received by the Signal Trading system for your account.
7. The number of subscribers to a Signal Provider may affect the available liquidity and
trading performance on your account negatively.
8. Signal Trading may differ between the DEMO and LIVE environments in various
aspects, including, but not limited to trade execution, prices and trading performance.
9. Dukascopy does not guarantee equal performance between the Signal Provider(s)
account(s) and Yours, as such differences are system inherent.
10. Conditional Orders, Active/opened position, BID/OFFER orders which appeared on your
account due to signal subscription are associated with this Signal Provider’s Conditional
Orders, Active/opened position, BID/OFFER orders and will be adjusted as soon as
Signal Provider will generate related signal(s).
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11. As soon as You modify any of parameters of Conditional Orders, Active/opened position,
BID/OFFER orders, including but not limited to editing, canceling, closing, such
Conditional Orders, Active/opened position, BID/OFFER orders are no longer associated
with signal provider and new signals related to these Conditional Orders, Active/opened
position, BID/OFFER orders of the Signal Provider will not affect them.
12. Whenever the Signal Providers account undergoes a margin cut action (both due to
insufficient equity or due to weekend leverage procedure), all of the Conditional Orders,
Active positions, and BID/OFFER orders associated with the Signal Provider's
subscription will be immediately closed at current market prices and the subscription will
be suspended.
13. When You unsubscribe from a Signal Provider, all of the Conditional Orders,
Active/Opened positions, and BID/OFFER orders associated with this Signal Provider’s
trades are automatically closed at market price, unless You modify Conditional Orders,
Active/Opened positions, and BID/OFFER orders, related to the position.
14. You shall test the Signal Trading in the DEMO environment in order to understand its
functioning, limitations and possible risks prior to using it in the live environment. You
assume solely and entirely any responsibility for any loss or damage which could result
from failing to test the Signal Trading in DEMO or familiarizing yourself with the Signal
Trading application thoroughly.
15. You must have understood the functioning of the Stop-Loss functionality, which allows
You to manually determine in advance the amount of losses tolerable on your account
and have received from Dukascopy Bank all necessary answers to the questions You
may have asked in this respect before You may begin trading in the live environment
using Signal Trading.
16. You are obliged to use the Stop-Loss functionality when You are using the Signal
Trading system. You shall bear solely and entirely any responsibility for not using the
Stop-Loss functionality to limit the risk of loss on your account.
17. If the Stop-Loss functionality closes all open positions on your account due to losses, the
equity on your account may fall below the Stop-Loss level, depending on market
conditions.
18. You can modify the Stop-Loss level on your account at any time.
19. If account equity falls below the Stop-Loss level, the trading system blocks any further
trading activity and all active Signal subscriptions are changed to a pending state.
20. You undertake to monitor and to control regularly and frequently the trading activity and
performance on your account, in particular by accessing online reports made available to
You by Dukascopy.
21. You can start, modify or interrupt the Signal Trading on your account at any time by
accessing the online reports.
22. The Signal Providers may be unaware of providing signals. They are neither employees
nor agents of Dukascopy nor offer any advice, but merely follow their own strategy.
Signal Providers are independent third parties to Dukascopy. Dukascopy shall be neither
liable nor responsible for the quality, profitability, availability, continuity, adequacy of the
trading signals generated by Signal Provider(s), nor for the skills, integrity, compliance
with possible applicable regulation of the Signal Provider(s).
23. Whenever the Signal Provider gets a margin cut action (both due to insufficient equity or
due to weekend leverage procedure), all of the Conditional Orders, Active positions, and
BID/OFFER orders associated with the Signal Provider's subscription will be immediately
closed at current Market prices and subscription will be suspended.
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24. Dukascopy Bank does not conduct any verification, screening, due diligence, selection,
analysis, or assessment, concerning the Signal Provider(s), You bear solely and entirely
any responsibility with respect to the selection, subscription, or un-subscription to the
Signal Provider(s).
25. Dukascopy is not responsible for monitoring, analyzing, supervising or controlling in any
manner whatsoever the trading activity and trading performance on your account, You
bear solely and entirely any responsibility in respect with the use of the Signal Trading.
26. With regard to Signal Trading, Dukascopy Bank is only a provider of technology allowing
You to mimic on your account the trading activity of other traders. Dukascopy Bank does
not provide any advice, recommendation or wealth management service of any kind; the
final decision on how and if to follow one or more Signal Traders is the decision of You
alone.
27. Dukascopy shows the statistics about each participant of the contest as a matter of
course on its website, however, nothing in Dukascopy Bank's website and Dukascopy
Community including information, analytics, figures, data, and charts (all together
referred to as "the Information") shall be construed as a recommendation or advice from
Dukascopy Bank to use the Signal Trading system and or to subscribe to any particular
Signal Provider(s) to achieve or replicate any result previous or projected. You bear
solely and entirely any responsibility for any possible loss on your account or other
damage resulting from the use of the Signal Trading system.
28. You shall refrain from using the Signal Trading if You think that You would be acting
upon advice or recommendation given by Dukascopy Bank or any of its employees. You
shall immediately write to legal@dukascopy.com, should You consider having received
any advice or recommendation from Dukascopy Bank or from any of its employees.
29. Dukascopy Bank does not guarantee the accuracy, completeness, or adequacy of the
information. You bear solely and entirely any and all responsibility for using the
Information whether the Information is accurate, up-to-date or not;
30. Dukascopy Bank provides access to the Signal Trading system and to the Information
on an "AS IS" basis with all its faults and errors. Dukascopy Bank does not guarantee
that the Signal Trading and the Information will meet your requirements, will be errorfree, or that the Signal Trading system will operate without bugs or interruptions.
31. Dukascopy shall be neither liable nor responsible for any loss, damage, lack of
performance or other adverse consequences such as loss of profit opportunities due
directly or indirectly to, including but not limited to (i) the use of the Signal Trading or
Information, (ii) system failures, bugs, disruptions, interruption, discontinuation of the
Signal Trading system, (iii) partial, incorrect or non execution of the trading signals on
your account.
32. Engaging in Signal Trading involves risk: under no circumstances are past
performances indicative of future performances. If You are in doubt about engaging
in Signal Trading You shall seek independent professional advice.

Disclaimer: The signal service is provided on an 'AS IS' basis and available only to Dukascopy
Forex Community (DFC) Members, in the DEMO or LIVE trading environments.

